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Abstract
A single neural circuit, such as the network of neural populations involved in learning,
expressing, and regulating fear, may spread across many brain regions and show functional
heterogeneity among spatially overlapping cell types within each region. These populations,
represented as discrete circuit elements in models of circuit function, may also show different
patterns of activity and connectivity within the circuit over time. More effective therapies for
fear related diseases such as anxiety disorders and post-traumatic stress disorder could be
achieved if the populations responsible for the pathology were known and could be precisely
controlled to restore healthy behavior. The algae- and bacteria-derived light-activated ion
channels Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and Halorhodopsin (Halo) could be used to treat circuit
pathologies because they enable bidirectional control of transfected neurons with high temporal
and spatial resolution. Virally delivered to mammalian neurons and expressed under cell-class
specific promoters, they can be used to address neural populations which share similar
morphology, connectivity, electrophysiology, and, likely, function. Furthermore, the fear circuit
may be reverse-engineered by perturbing neural populations, both individually and
combinatorially, over many points in the timecourse of fear behavior, to see their effect on both
behavior and the electrophysiological function of other neural populations. This requires a tool
for multisite optical activation in the freely-moving rodent behaviors used to study fear, which is
impossible to achieve with current laser-based optical systems. We developed LED-Coupled
Optical Fiber Arrays whose high power output (>200mW/mm 2 at fiber tip), high packing density
(>1 fiber/mm 2), low cost (~$2/fiber), low weight (1-2gms), and modular design enable highly
scalable, rapid customization for networks with many circuit elements and large structures
requiring many points of optical delivery for full coverage. We found that optical activation of
pyramidal cells in the medial prefrontal cortex can facilitate fear extinction in mice who have
learned tone-shock association, a resulted strongly suggested but unproved by electrical
stimulation experiments which could not differentiate between cell classes. We also demonstrate
that the Fiber Arrays are compatible with simultaneous neural recording by properly shielding
electrodes and neural amplifiers from the large (-Amp) nearby LED-driving currents. Fiber
Arrays constitute a flexible platform for simultaneous neural modulation and observation with
exceptional temporal, spatial, and functional resolution.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The space of feasible neuroscience experiments and neuropsychiatric treatments is bounded by
the tools available to probe the brain's function. In particular, tools which modulate neural
function can be used to reverse-engineer the brain by exploring the input/output relationships
between specific interventions and the response of the brain. If these interventions can be shown
to correct pathological brain activity, they may also be translated into treatments for
neuropsychiatric diseases. However, such tools are always limited in their temporal, spatial, and
functional resolution, i.e. drug infusions may target a receptor particular to a specific cell class or
brain state but are difficult to focus in space and impossible to control with millisecond
resolution, while electrical stimulation can be highly focused in both space and time but affects
all of the cell types within its area of activation. Thus it is highly likely that many problems in
both the lab and the clinic cannot be solved with current technologies because they cannot
resolve neural circuits at the appropriate level of function or pathology. Consequently, the
development of new, more precise tools for neural modulation is of great importance for the
advancement of knowledge and the treatment of human disease.
Optogenetic Neural Modulation
Optogenetic neural modulation enables interventions into neural circuits with combined spatial,
temporal, and functional resolution unmatched by any other tool in neuroscience. The blue-
light-activated cation channel Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and the yellow-light-activated
chloride channel Halorhodopsin (Halo) can be independently addressed in the same neuron to
sufficiently depolarize the neuron to create an action potential or hyperpolarize the neuron to
become silent[1O] (Figure 1.1). These channels are not naturally occurring in the mammalian
brain; to cause their expression in target neurons we deliver the genes that encode their
production in a specially engineered viral vector. This strategy allows us to target specific
populations of neurons within any heterogeneous region by regulating the expression of the
proteins under a genetic promoter which is uniquely expressed in the target population.
Bidirectional control of a genetically-defined cell class with millisecond-timescale precision
enables neural-circuit level interventions on a level that may be appropriate for governing many
aspects of information flow between spatially-separate brain regions, including stimulating the
output of one region, gating information flow from one region to another, and modulating
synchronous activity between regions for information integration.
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Figure 1.1 Channelrhodopsin and Halorhodopsin Structure, Function, and Application to Neural Modulation
A) Representation of ChR2 (left) and Halo (right) as they function in the cell membrane,
taken from [1] B)Crystal structure of Halo, looking down on the central channel, taken
from [4] C) Expression of ChR2 and Halo in the same neuron enables bidirectional control
of the membrane voltage with blue and yellow light. D) Blue and yellow light pulses
consistently add, delete, or change the timing of spikes in a patch-clamped neuron
responding to a repeated white-noise pattern of injected current. C+D taken from [9].
Light is also an excellent physical mechanism for neuromodulation because it can travel great
distances in the brain instantaneously without affecting neurons that are not expressing ChR2 or
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Halo. In Chapter 2 we show that the light from a 200pm diameter fiber can activate a cubic
millimeter of tissue, making it possible to construct arrays of optical fibers that can tile an
extended brain region such as the CAl region of the hippocampus.
The Neural Circuitry of Fear
The brain regions involved in the learning, expression, and extinction of fear form a circuit that
has been impressively reverse-engineered through lesion studies, electrical recording and
stimulation, and drug injections[2]. Fiber arrays can be used to test hypotheses generated from
circuit models (Figure 1.2) and parse the finer contributions of specific cell classes and their
nonlinear interactions. In a behavioral paradigm commonly used to investigate fear learning and
expression, subjects learn to fear a neutral, conditioned stimulus (CS) such as a loud tone by
associating it with an aversive, unconditioned stimulus (US) such as a footshock by repeated
paired presentations. This fear association can later be extinguished by repeated presentation of
the CS without the US. However, fear extinction is not learned as effectively as the initial fear
expression; the original fear association will generalize across contexts but the fear suppression
will be context specific, and over time fear memories may also spontaneously recover. This may
be due to the differing levels of circuit complexity in the structures responsible for fear
expression, learning, and extinction. The autonomic fear response is governed by nuclei in the
midbrain which control arousal and other physiological parameters but do not detect fearful
stimuli themselves. Conditioned fear signals are output to the midbrain from forebrain nuclei in
the amygdala, which learn to associate the CS and US, and will continue to respond to a CS even
after it has been extinguished. An extinguished fear activates neurons in the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), the evolutionarily newest part of the mammalian brain, which project to an area
of inhibitory intercalated neurons (IC) between two nuclei of the amygdala that can prevent
information from being passed from the fear detectors to the fear outputs. Due to the structure of
this circuit, we are vulnerable to specific pathologies - anxiety disorders have a 25% lifetime
prevalence rate in our population[1 1], and 30-50% of those at highest risk will develop post-
traumatic stress disorder[12]. Stress causes morphological and physiological changes to the
amygdala, which over time may overpower inhibitory signals from the mPFC. A more detailed
understanding of the relationships between these regions, how one influences the other over
time, may provide more effective pathways for treatment of anxiety and PTSD.
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Figure 1.2 - The Neural Circuitry of Fear Expression and Extinction
Autonomic fear responses (CR) are governed by brainstem nuclei such as the ventral
periaqueductal gray (vPAG), which is activated by outputs from the central nucleus of the
amygdala (CEm). Presentation of a tone conditioned fear response (CS) is relayed to the
lateral amygdala (LA) by the auditory thalamus (MG). The LA proects to the basal nuclei
of the amygdala (BA), and the basolateral complex (BLA) projects to the CE to signal a
conditioned fear. Tone information is also relayed to the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC),
directly and through the perirhinal cortex(PRH). If the fear association has been previously
extinguished, the PFC can block transmission from the BLA to the CE through inhibitory
connections to the LA and excitatatory connections to the intercalated nuclei (IC), a group
of inhibitory interneurons located between the BLA and CE which projected to the CE.
Adapted from [2]
In Vivo Optical Control Hardware
The first method used for in vivo optical activation is to couple a blue laser and a yellow laser
into a single optical fiber (Figure 1.2A) which is extended an arbitrary distance to the subject's
head. On the head it is fixed within a cannula above the locus of opsin expression with hardware
............. .. . .... . .........
that allows free rotation but no vertical movement (Figure 1.2B). This system benefits from
simplicity of design and control - most lasers can be controlled with TTL pulses. This strategy
has been used in mice[1], and primates[5]. Unfortunately, many problems arise when scaling
this approach to multiple fibers for multisite neural modulation. To address large brain regions
such as the hippocampus and probe the nonlinear interactions between different populations in a
single circuit it will be necessary to independently modulate many sites in the brain. In Chapter
2 we present a design for LED-Coupled Optical Fiber Arrays (Fiber Arrays) which can be scaled
to many fibers. In Chapter 3 we use fiber arrays targeted to the infralimbic cortex (IL) to
facilitate fear extinction through mPFC activation.
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Figure 1.3 - Laser-based system for optical neural
modulation
A) Schematic design (left) and picture (right) of an optics assembly used to couple blue and
yellow laser light into a single optical fiber for distal neural modulation. A pictured assembly,
lacking a neutral density filter, shows the hardware laid out on a standard optics breadboard.
B) Schematic design (left) and picture (right) of a system for targeting and securing optical
fibers within the brain. A polyimide cannula (1, 250pm ID), designed to terminate at the locus
of optical modulation, is epoxied to a stack of hex nuts (2, sized 2-56) which will be secured to
the skull with dental cement. Vented screws (3, sized 2-56), which have holes in their centers,
screw into the nuts while leaving a path open to the cannula. A dummy wire (4, 230gm
stainless steel wire) may be epoxied to the screw to seal the craniotomy when the optics are not
in use. An optical fiber (5, 230im OD silica fiber) is allowed free rotation without vertical
displacement by a plastic washer (6, homemade) which is epoxied to the fiber and sandwiched
in between the vented screw above and the cannula below.
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Chapter 2: LED-Coupled Optical Fiber Arrays for Multi-Site Neural
Modulation
Introduction
A system for multi-site optical neural modulation in freely moving animals must not adversely
affect behavior through its mechanical properties. While many points of light could be delivered
to the brain using many lasers, each coupled to a long optical fiber and inserted through a
cannula into the brain, as shown in Chapter 1, this solution, or any solution involving distal light
production brought to the head of an animal via optical fibers, cannot allow free rotation,
important in many behavioral tests such as Parkinson's disease assays[13] . Bundles of
inflexible, fragile optical fibers cannot rotate freely around a central axis, and so any animal
attempting to spin in circles will either find its movement impeded or break the optical fibers it is
tethered to. While this problem was sidestepped for single optical fibers by allowing the fiber to
stay fixed while the implanted cannula rotated around it, this solution does not scale to multiple
fibers.
Accordingly, we investigated whether it would be possible to produce light on an implant on the
head, controlled by electrical wires connected to a distal power source. Electrical commutation is
a well-solved problem, and animals are routinely tethered with electrical connections for
electrical recording and stimulation, with no adverse effect on behavior. However, to keep the
implants small and light enough to fit on a mouse head without adversely affecting behavior, we
needed to find extremely compact light sources. Laser diode packaging requires precise
alignment of optical feedback elements to ensure proper function, and prepackaged laser diodes
are too large, usually several mms in diameter, to efficiently pack on an implant. Recently,
LEDs coupled to optical fibers have been shown to be sufficient for in vitro activation of
channelrhodopsin[14], but the commercially available LED lamps that have been used would
also be too large for several to be bome on a mouse head. On the other hand, LED die, the light-
producing elements at the center of an LED lamp, are commercially available in sizes ranging
from 300-1000pms. Using LED die for on-head light production is also attractive because LEDs
are cheap, about $1 each, and do not require any optical feedback or advanced electronics to run
properly.
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Working with LED die necessitates special care in handling and electrical connection, and
arranging the die in patterns conforming to the targeted brain regions requires appropriate
support structure for the LEDs, so in the transition from lasers to LEDs we replaced a
mechanical problem with a packaging problem. Furthermore, although LED die are better suited
for freely moving animals with local light production, we were concerned about how much
power could be delivered to the brain. Considering the best way to couple one optical fiber to an
LED, we decided not to use any conventional optics such as lenses because they would add
additional size, weight, and complexity to an implant. Additionally, capturing the light from an
LED is not a simple problem because the LED cannot be treated as a point source, and the use of
objective lenses to focus LED light onto an optical fiber has been shown to be less effective than
bringing the fiber into direct contact with the LED[14]. The best LED-optical fiber coupling
reported achieved 32mW/mm2 at the end of the optical fiber, but calculations based on simple
physical assumptions suggested we could output 170mW/mm2 at the end of a fiber using the
same strategy. This power could only be achieved with extremely precise (~100[m resolution)
alignment of the optical fiber to the LEDs, but such precision would also be necessary to target
many brain regions for optical modulation. Thus we hoped that by solving the packaging
problem, we would also solve the optical alignment problem.
Results
Our strategy for coupling light from the LED to the optical fiber was to place the surface of the
fiber very close to the LED, a process known as butt-coupling. We bridged the gap with optical
glue, a transparent, UV cured adhesive with index of refraction matching the optical fiber, which
serves to minimize the impact of imperfections on the surface of the optical fiber and increase
the extraction efficiency of photons from the LEDs[15], effectively making the LEDs more
powerful. We used high numerical aperture fiber, which accepts light at a large angle from the
normal (Figure 2.1 A, see caption for details). We chose high-power, 470nm wavelength LEDs,
which would be effective at activating both Channelrhodopsin and Archaerhodopsin, a powerful
new inactivation agent (Figure 1.1 D). Since the optical fiber arrays do not employ any
focusing optics, the total power output of each fiber is proportional to that fiber's surface area
and independent of the LED die size, as long as the die is wider than the optical fiber. Using the
radiation pattern and power from the spec sheet[16], driving a 600ptm LED at 500mA, we
calculated an expected power output from the optical fiber of 170mW/mm2 (see appendix of this
chapter for more details).
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A) The LED emits light in a Lambertian radiation pattern, shown on the surface of the LED as
a polar plot of intensity vs. angle. Within the optical fiber's acceptance angle (filled-in area),
light entering the fiber will be subject to total internal reflection. Outside the acceptance
angle, light entering the fiber will escape when it hits the wall. B) Monte Carlo simulation of
light intensity contours in the brain as a function of distance from a 200ptm .48NA optical
fiber with 230mW/mm2 light intensity at the tip (adapted from [3]). C) Measuring the spike
rate above baseline from a neuron in monkey cortex while retracting the fiber from the
electrode shows an effective radius similar to what is predicted from the simulations (taken
from [5]). D) Photocurrent vs. light intensity curves for Channelrhodopsin [6], Halorhodopsin
[7], and Archaerhodopsin [8] provide intuition for how much power is needed to excite or
silence a cell.
We found that achieving good optical coupling required positioning the tips of the optical fibers
over the surface of the LED with ~100pm precision in all 3 dimensions, which proved to be
prohibitively difficult to perform by hand. Therefore we designed a system for aligning optical
fibers to LEDs by securing the LEDs to one plate and the optical fibers to another, and using
guides between the plates to register them together. LEDs were soldered onto form-matching
pedestals milled into a copper Base Plate (#4 in Figure 2.2A), which also supplied power to the
LEDs. Optical fibers were press fit into an Alignment Plate (#6 in Figure 2.2A) through holes
matching the outer diameter of the fibers' jacketing, a soft plastic casing which was stripped
from the fiber on either end of the alignment plate. Guide Posts (#7 in Figure2.2A) were
inserted through the Alignment Plate into holes terminating halfway into the Base Plate. By
sliding the Alignment Plate down the Guide Posts until the fibers terminated ~100ptms above the
surface of the LEDs, we were routinely able to achieve fiber alignment with better than 100 [m
precision. With this method, driving a 600im LED at 500mA, we measured power outputs from
2the optical fiber of 230 10mW/mm . Using a 200 jim diameter optical fiber, which we chose as
an acceptable compromise between volume occupied in the brain by the fiber and volume of
brain excited by the light, we predict, based on a Monte Carlo model, to achieve light powers of
1mW/mm 2 1.3mm from the surface of the fiber (Figure 2.1 B), achieving an activation volume of
~1mm3.
One of the advantages of this system is that it easily scales to complex geometries of many fibers
and LEDs through the use of computer-controlled mills to create the Base and Alignment Plates.
In Figure 2.2 we demonstrate the design and realization of a 16 fiber array for bilaterally
addressing the entire CA1 region of the mouse hippocampus. As the number of fibers in an array
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increases, the complexity of the design increases in two ways. First, fibers must be arranged in a
way that light reaches all sites of interest while the packing constraints of the optical fibers and
LEDs are respected. Because a 3-D arrangement of fiber tips must be projected onto a 2-D
surface of LEDs, not all geometries may be possible, and indeed the CA1 array runs into trouble
when CA1 extends over a large distance in one vertical plane 3.1mm caudal from bregma.
Multiple fibers may be coupled to a single LED, sacrificing independent control over each point
to enable complete coverage of the region.
Second, as more LEDs are added, their electrical routing becomes more spatially complex. The
LEDs share a common power source on the Base Plate, but a separate current return path is
provided to each LED via copper traces on a PCB (#10 in Figure 2.2A) that terminate near each
LED and extend to an electrical connector separated from the copper block. The LEDs are
connected to these copper traces with wirebonds (#12 in Figure 2.2A), 25pjm diameter
aluminum wires connecting a 100 ptm gold bondpad on the surface of the LED to the nearby
copper trace, made with a wirebonder, a specialty machine designed by the electronics packaging
industry for similarly difficult connection problems. The wirebonds need to be arranged such
that optical fibers lowered to the surface of the LED do not cut the electrical connection, so each
LED must have an open edge, not connected to any other LEDs, which provides a path to an
adjacent trace. PCBs must be routed in complex shapes in order to reach all LEDs, and to ensure
their precise placement in relation to LEDs on the Base Plate, we used guide holes in the PCB to
match the guide holes in the Base Plate that were also used for optical alignment. To allow rapid
iteration and reduce cost, we produced all PCBs in house on a mill by cutting away copper from
a double-sided copper .5mm thick PCB. We calculate that, by utilizing the more advanced
technologies available to professional board houses, including many-layer PCBs and decreased
trace width, we could sufficiently reduce the footprint of the PCBs to allow packing densities of
200 LEDs /cm 2.
Figure 2.2 - LED-Coupled Optical Fiber Array for CA1 Field of Mouse Hippocampus
.......... .A A  :: :::: ::: " 
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A) Schematic of an LED-coupled Optical Fiber Array bilaterally targeting area CAl of the
mouse hippocampus. (i) A complete array seen from the top with components of the cooling
system, Barb Connectors(1), Coolant Backing(2), and Coolant Channel(3), exploded from
the back of the Base Plate(4). The electrical connector(8) sits on the PCB(10) to the side of
the Base Plate. (ii) Exploded view of the bottom of the array reveals electrical connections
and optical coupling. Optical Fibers(5) are aligned over the center of the LEDs(9) via Guide
Holes milled into an Alignment Plate(6), which is registered to the copper Base Plate(4) with
Guide Posts(7). The LEDs are soldered onto Pedestals(13) milled into the Base Plate, which
enables precise positioning. The top side of the PCB(10) is soldered to the Base Plate and
provides power for the LEDs. Traces (11) milled into the bottom side of the PCB provide
individual current return paths for each LED. (iii) Close up of the LEDs show the electrical
connections, from top of the LED to the PCB Traces(1 1) through Wirebonds(12) to gold
pads on the edges of the LEDs, and from the bottom of the LED to the Pedestals(13). Color
Code: Brown = Copper, Yellow = Insulator, Gray = Steel, Magenta=Aluminum, Teal=Glass,
Black = Power Connector, White = Polyethylene, Acrylic
B) Close up of electrical connections and LED arrangement on a real CA1 array. C) Picture
of CAl array with all fibers lit. D) Picture of CAl array showing coolant and electrical
connectors.
Although blue LEDs have become one of the most efficient light sources available, they still
produce about four times as much heat energy as they do light energy. The CAl array pictured
in Figure 2 produces more than 15W of heat at full power, a potentially damaging source of
energy for both the array and the animal. Similar challenges have been faced by the microchip
industry, where increasingly dense transistor packages, and the resultant increases in heating per
unit area, have driven a huge effort to integrate cooling with electronics packages in a very small
design. An effective solution for the most demanding cooling applications is to create very small
channels on the backside of the chip and run water through them to take away the heat. This
method was shown to achieve cooling rates of 10W/K on a lcm2 silicon chip [17] and has
recently been extended to copper packages[l 8].
We cut .75mm diameter coolant channels from 1/16" copper plating using a water jet, a machine
which uses a pressurized stream of water with a crushed garnet abrasive to cut through tough
materials with a very kerf, and bonded them to the back of the Base Plate with thermally
conductive epoxy. This cooling method was so effective that we were able to run 600pM LEDs
at 11 OOmA though they were maximally rated at 400mA.
Microchannel cooling becomes more effective as channel diameter decreases because fluid
always remains stationary at the walls of the channel, so that the heat needs to conduct to the
center of the channel to be washed away. We explored cutting finer channels on a mill and
found the process to be slow but effective. We did not adopt this method, preferring the speed of
the waterjet, but a clear path exists to shrink channel size if necessary as LED densities increase.
However, not all experiments may require such powerful cooling methods. The behavioral
paradigm used in Chapter 3 only contained a few seconds of LED activation integrated across all
LEDs over the course of an entire day's experiment. For such experiments, the copper block is a
sufficient heat sink to keep the entire package cool, especially the area of contact between the
skull and implant, which is insulated from the Copper Base by the Alignment Plate. Discounting
heat dissipation from the Base Plate to the air (see Appendix for discussion of free convection
cooling rates), the specific heat capacity of a 1gm block of copper should allow 2.5 seconds of
cumulative LED activation, or 2500 1ms pulses, before the block raises 10K.
Discussion
We have shown how to create systems for multisite optical neuromodulation. By using LED die
to produce light on the head, we avoid the mechanical problem of connecting bundles of glass
fibers to a freely moving animal. LEDs also significantly reduce the cost and spatial
requirements compared to using lasers. By using computer-controlled hardware to fabricate the
supports for the optical components, we made the system extremely accurate, scalable, and
customizable while also achieving much higher coupling efficiency than has been previously
reported.
As the number of fibers on an implant increases, we do not want the time spent in surgery to
increase at the same rate. Virus injection is often the most time-consuming step of a surgery,
taking over 20 minutes for an injection, so performing serial injections for the CAl array we
have shown would take over five hours. Accordingly, we have developed a parallel injector
array, using many of the same techniques as the optical fiber array but replacing the optical
fibers with microsyringes, so that all viral injections may take place simultaneously[19].
While we can activate or inhibit each site in the brain with these arrays we cannot do both at one
site. Optical fiber arrays currently only achieve sufficient power for optical activation with blue
LEDs, which are far more efficient and powerful than any other LED available due to the nature
of the materials used. As solid state lighting improves, more colors may be added to the arrays,
enabling bidirectional control of one locus using two fibers brought to the same point.
Methods
Base Plates (item 4 in Fig. 2.2A) were cut with a waterjet (OMAX) out of 1/16" thick, 1"
wide copper strips in regularly spaced 10x2 arrays of 6x9 mm blocks with a 1mm tab connecting
each Base Plate to the copper strip. We used a table-top CNC mill (Roland) running code
generated with custom scripts written in MATLAB (Mathworks) to mill LED Sockets and Guide
Holes on the Base Plates, still attached to the copper strip and affixed to the mill stage with hot
glue. LED sockets or pedestals (.8x.8mm squares, .15mm deep) were milled with a .017" bit,
with cutting fluid applied to the base plate surface to promote chip flow. LED Sockets were
arranged such that their centers matched the plane geometries of the optical fibers in their arrays.
Four Guide Holes were milled with a .020" mill bit in a box enclosing the LED Sockets. Copper
chips and cutting fluid residue were cleaned from the Base Plates in an ultrasonic bath (5
minutes, 30C) with standard detergent (maxitabs, Henry Schein).
PCBs (item 10 in Fig. 2.2A) were milled with a table-top CNC mill and custom code
from .5mm thick double-sided copper-clad FR4 epoxy laminate attached to the mill stage with
doubled-sided tape (VHB, 3M). Tracks were milled through the copper layer (to a depth of
.008") with a 1/64" bit to leave copper traces leading from the contacts of the electrical
connector (item 8 in Fib. 2.2A) to the LEDs. Two through-holes, the internal opening for the
electrical connector, and the outline of the PCB were milled with a 1/32" mill bit.
LED Sockets were pre-plated with solder paste (Kester R276) by depositing a thin layer
of solder paste in the LED Sockets and placing the Base Plates on a hot plate set to 235C for
approximately 20s. Flux residue was scraped from the sockets with a toothpick and another
layer of solder paste was deposited in the sockets. Using fine forceps, LEDs (460nm EZ600 for
mPFC array, 470nm EZ700 for hippocampus array, CREE) were placed in the sockets with their
gold bond pads facing towards the adjacent PCB traces. A thin layer of solder paste was laid
along the edge of the base plate, and the PCB laid on top. For the hippocampus arrays, .020"
stainless steel Guide Posts were inserted through the PCBs into Guide Holes in the Base Plate.
The Base Plates were again placed on the hot plate for 20s. Electrical connectors were soldered
onto the PCBs with solder paste and a fine-tipped soldering iron. The base plates were cleaned
of flux residue by inserting them into 1 Oml plastic tubes filled with isopropyl alcohol, capped
tightly to prevent the release of explosive fumes, and suspended in an ultrasonic bath for 10
minutes. Base plates were hot glued to glass slides, and a wire bonder (wedge bond, .001"
aluminum wire, West Bond 747677E-79C,) was used to connect the LED bond pads to the
copper PCB traces.
Optical Fibers(.48NA, 200um core silica fiber, Thorlabs) were cut into 1" lengths with a
razor blade and stripped of their jacketing at both ends (Stripmaster 20-30 AWG, Ideal
Industries), leaving a 2mm length of jacketing in the center. Fibers were cleaved according to
instructions (Thorlabs) 1mm longer than their termination depth in the brain from one end of the
jacketing and 2mm from the jacketing end on the other side. We inspected the tips of the fibers
underneath a microscope to make sure the cleave was good.
Alignment plates (item 6 in Fig. 2.2A) were milled out of 1/16" FRI epoxy laminate.
Guide Holes for the Optical Fibers and Guide Posts were milled with a .020" mill bit. The
outline was milled with a 1/16" bit. Alignment plates were prepared by loading them with .020"
stainless steel Guide Posts and Optical Fiber. The Guide Posts, extending several mms beyond
the tips of the Optical Fibers, were inserted into the Guide Holes of the Base Plate. The
alignment plate was slid down the guide wires until the tips of the optical fibers were suspended
100-200ums above the surface of the LEDs. Fibers were coupled to the LEDs with optics glue
(Thorlabs) and cured with a UV lamp. The space in between the alignment plate and base plate
was filled with epoxy, and after curing, the guide posts were pulled out of the top of the
alignment plate. The surface of the array was painted with several coats of black nail polish to
minimize light scattering.
Light power measurements were performed with an integrating sphere
photometer(Thorlabs), utilizing a lasercut custom connector to mate the fiber array to the
photometer. LEDs were run at 500mA.
We added a liquid coolant system to the CA1 arrays. Coolant channels were waterjet out
of 1/16" copper and attached to the back of the base plate with thermal epoxy (Arctic silver).
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Coolant backings were lasercut out of 1/16" acrylic and attached to the coolant channels with
epoxy. Coolant connectors were prepared by inserting 1mm OD Polyethylene tubing into one
half of a bisected 1/16" tubing elbow connector (smallparts) and sealing with hot glue. Coolant
connectors were inserted into the holes in the coolant backing and sealed with epoxy.
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Figure 2.3 - Optical fiber array, and components thereof, in successive stages of completion.
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A, coolant channel plate, after waterjet cutting and sanding, still embedded in a copper strip.
B, base plate, after waterjet cutting and sanding, still embedded in a copper strip. C, base
plate, with LED pads (two in this case) and alignment holes milled. D, alignment plate. E,
stack comprising, from bottom to top, base plate, coolant channel plate, and coolant backing
plate, before sealing. F, power connector board, bottom side. G, power connector board, top
side, with power connector inserted. H, a coolant connector. I, alignment plate with
alignment posts and optical fibers (two in this case) inserted. J, close up of poorly-cleaved
(left) and well-cleaved (right) optical fibers. K, base plate, bearing LEDs, and wirebonded to
the power connector board, mounted on a glass slide with hot glue. L, close-up of K,
showing the wirebonds between LEDs and terminals of the power connector board. M,
close-up of the connection between LEDs and optical fibers, sealed with optics glue. N,
alignment plate, holding optical fibers, in position above the LEDs on the base plate. 0,
close up of the cooling assembly, on a finished fiber array. P, a completed LED-coupled
optical fiber array, shown without the cooling assembly.
Table 2.1 - Optical Fiber Array Components
Purpose Component Vendor Part #
Copper Base Plane & 1" x 1/16" x 3 ft copper McMaster Carr 8964K301
Cooling Channel strip
Alignment Plate Copper-plated FRi epoxy Global Laminates FRI .062 1/0 40"x48"
laminate
Coolant backing 1/16" thick acrylic Mcmaster Carr 8560K171
LED (in bare die form) Cree C460EZ600 111-V Compounds C460EZ600-S20000
Connect top and AWG28 Tinned Copper Smallparts TCW-28-01
bottom of Power Wire
connector Board
Power connector Board 1/64" 2-Side Copper- Digikey 473-1013-ND
Clad PCB
Electrical Connector .8mm Samtec CLE-105- Newark 11P3688
01-G-DV
Coolant Connectors 1/16" barbed elbow Smallparts TFP-BE062-C
connectors
63018-667
Coolant Connectors .038" OD polyethylene VWR
tubing
Optical Fiber .48NA 200 jm core silica Thorlabs BFH48-200
fiber
Alignment Posts .020" Stainless Steel wire Smallparts GWX-0200
Table 2.2 - Optical Fiber Array Tools and Consumables
Purpose Tool Vendor Part #
Cutting ground planes Waterjet Cutter OMAX 2652 Jet Machining
and cooling channels Center
Precision machining Modela Mini Mill Roland MDX-20
Cutting alignment .020" End Mill Mcmaster Carr 8916A22
holes on ground plane
and alignment plate
Cutting LED pads .0 17" End Mill Mcmaster Carr 8916A 18
Cutting PCB traces 1/64" End Mill Mcmaster Carr 8977A1 11
Cutting acrylic Lasercutter Universal Laser X2-600
cooling Systems
backing
Cleaning base plane Ultrasonic Cleaner Blitzinc.net Ultrasonic Cleaner
SH80-2L SH80-2L
Designing coolant Corel Draw Corel Co.
backings
Writing mini mill MATLAB Mathworks
code
Lubricating mill bit Tap Magic Mcmaster Carr 10015K14
while cutting copper Biodegradable
Cutting Fluid
Securing FRI for VHB tape Mcmaster Carr 76665A82
aligners to mill stage
Soldering electrical Kester 245 Sn63Pb37 Digikey KE1410-ND
connector to power Solder
connector board
Soldering LEDs to Kester R276 Solder Digikey KE1507-ND
base plane Paste
Solder LEDs to Hot Plate Model 615- VWR 12365-348
ground plane HP
Placing LEDs Dumont Jewelers Samuel Perkins 19-364
Style Forceps,
number 5
Clamping cooling Alligator Clips Digikey 314-1036-ND
pieces in place during
bonding
Bonding coolant Arctic Silver Thermal Bestbyte.net COTIASASA
channels to base plate Adhesive
Bonding coolant Permatex 5 Min VWR 101400-754
backing to coolant Epoxy
channels and
alignment plate to
base plate
Wire bonding Wire Bonder West Bond 747677E-79C
Fiber Cleaving Diamond Wedge Thorlabs S90W
Scribe
Fiber Cleaving Instructions Thorlabs FN96A
Stipping fiber Stripmaster 20-30 Mytoolstore.com IDE-45-098
jacketing AWG
Appendix: Physical Estimates and Explanations
While nothing in neuroscience is to be believed without empirical evidence, some simple
calculations can be used to estimate different properties of the Fiber Arrays. Furthermore, the
intuition gained from this approach can aid in the
Optical Coupling Efficiency
The optical fiber should accept all light hitting its surface within its angle of acceptance. If
the LED's power and radiation pattern are known, and the surface of the optical fiber is
close enough to the LED that every point on the fiber receives radiant intensity equal to the
intensity on the surface of the LED, then the coupling efficiency, the ratio of light coupled
into the fiber over total light emitted, can be found by integrating the radiation profile
against the two polar coordinates, e and <p, over the angles of acceptance for the coupling
term, and the full 21T steradians above the LED for the total light term. As the radiation
pattern does not vary with the longitudinal variable, (p, we implicitly integrate over it by
multiplying the power as a function of 0 by 2Trsin0. We assume that the radiant intensity is
proportional to cos 0, a good approximation to the published radiation pattern[16]. Thus
our formula for coupling efficiency becomes:
-/sin-l NACos 0 * 2Trsin Od&
f cos 0 * 2lTsin OdO
Where NA is the numerical aperture of the fiber and 7 - sin- 1 NA is the cutoff of acceptance2
angle from the normal. Plugging in a numerical value for the acceptance angle, transforming the
integral with a trigonometric identity, and dividing the top and bottom by 7r, we calculate the
coupling efficiency to be
' sin u du 1 + cos 2.14
fj sin u du 2
Extrapolating the published power vs. current curves for the LEDs, which end at 400 mA, we
estimate the power at 500mA to be 750mW/mm2 . Thus, we expect a power output from the fiber
of 170mW/mm 2.
In practice we couple 230mW/mm 2 at the end of the fiber, 35% more than we expect. This is
probably due to two reasons. First, the optical glue in between the LED and the fiber increases
light extraction from the LED and changes the radiation pattern. Second, optical fibers contain
lossy modes, which can couple in extra light which decays exponentially with a length constant
of millimeters to meters.
Intuitive Scattering Profile in Brain
Since the brain is highly scattering and weakly absorbing, a good estimate of the light intensity
as a function of distance from the fiber would be the ratio of the surface area of the fiber tip to
the surface area of the brain volume enclosing a sphere of that radius. This is simply a geometric
argument that the total light flux leaving the fiber must remain constant. Thus, 1mm away from
the tip of a 200ptm fiber, we could expect the intensity to be at
7 * (.1mm) 2
47* (.5mm) 2
This estimate agrees extremely well with our Monte Carlo simulations of light scattering in the
brain (Figure 2.1B), although the models provide additional insight into other properties of the
distribution such as backscattered photons illuminating tissue behind the fiber surface. However,
since the simulations should also only be used for planning purposes, since inhomogeneities and
network activity within the brain will certainly cause different neural activation profiles, the
important lesson here is that it would be easy to estimate the effect of changing the size of the
fiber without needing to rerun extensive Monte Carlo simulations.
Cooling Rate of Copper Base in Air
Free convection cooling of a stationary, flat copper block in the air is a well-understood problem.
Heat conducted from the surface of the copper to the air causes the air to expand and rise,
bringing cooler air to the vicinity of the copper block. The convective cooling rate, Q, can be
expressed as the product of the area of the block, A, a heat transfer coefficient, h (expressed in
W/m2 K), and the difference between the surface temperature, TB, and air temperature, T [20].
Q = Ah(TB - To)
The heat transfer coefficient is a function of the thermal conductivity of the air, kf, the thermal
expansion coefficient of the fluid, fl, gravity, g, the difference between the surface temperature
and air temperature, the kinematic viscosity of the air, vf, the thermal diffusivity of the air, af),
and the characteristic length of the base, L*.
h = 0.54kf * [gf3(TB - w)L*'/(vfagg ].2s/L
Plugging in the value of the constants for air, we find that h=14W/m 2K. Thus for a 1 Ox7mm
copper base, we find that the overall heat transfer coefficient, Ah, is 1 mW/K. Since a single
LED generates 1.5W at 100% duty cycle, we can estimate an acceptable duty cycle on the order
of 1% leading to a 15K rise in the temperature of the copper block, which should not adversely
affect the animal due to the insulation between the block and the skull.
Chapter 3: Accelerated Fear Extinction Learning via Bilateral Medial
Prefrontal Cortex Stimulation
Introduction
The neural circuits controlling the expression of fear are prone to destructive and extremely
common pathologies - one in four Americans will suffer from an anxiety disorder in their
lifetime[ 11], and in the populations at highest risk, between one third and one half will develop
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder[ 12]. This may be due to the structure of the fear circuit, where
fear associations are permanently stored in the amygdala, the same complex of nuclei that is
responsible for fear expression, while suppression of fear must be accomplished by inhibitory
interneurons activated by the medial prefrontal cortex. Evidence for this model comes from
animal models of fear learning where subjects learn to fear a neutral, conditioned stimulus (CS)
such as a loud tone by associating it with an aversive, unconditioned stimulus (US) such as a
footshock by repeated paired presentations. This fear association can later be extinguished by
repeated presentation of the CS without the US. Electrophysiology shows that even after
extinction, neurons in the amygdala continue to fire to CS presentations, but neurons in the
infralimbic cortex (IL) of the mPFC begin to fire to presentations of the extinguished stimuli.
Further evidence from this model comes from experiments where electrical stimulation of IL
coincident with CS presentation caused immediate fear reduction to an unextinguished CS.
However, electrical stimulation is ambiguous to the neural population responsible for the
behavioral effect because it may excite fibers of passage which are near the electrode tip but
don't interact with the IL, or back-fire antidromic spikes on neurons synapsing in the IL. It may
also cause unspecified network activity within the IL between populations of different cell types.
Thus optogenetic studies beginning with stimulation of the projection neurons of the IL may
parse the fear circuit with finer resolution than electrical stimulation may achieve.
Extreme and extended periods of stress cause morphological and physiological changes in the
amygdala, which may come to overpower suppression from the mPFC[21]. Improving
treatments for fear will require a greater understanding of the balance of power between fear
expression and suppression in normal and pathological subjects. Knowing how many neurons
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are required to suppress a fear response, and whether that number changes over time in response
to various treatments could elucidate the mechanisms and modulators of fear expression and
extinction.
Results
Bilateral stimulation of the IL during the extinction of a conditioned fear stimulus significantly
reduced the expression of fear measured by the percentage of time spent freezing. We designed
a fiber array to bilaterally target the mouse IL cortex, with one fiber centered over the layer 5
projection neurons on each side of the brain (FIGURE 3.2A). At the terminal point of each fiber
we injected a lentiviral vector encoding ChR2-GFP under the CamKII promoter, which is
expressed exclusively by projection neurons[5]. We conditioned fear on the first day of
experiments in a novel context with three thirty-second tones coterminating with a two-second
footshock. The next day we placed the mouse in a different context and extinguished the tone-
shock association by playing ten thirty-second tones without delivering a footshock. We
stimulated the IL with 125Hz, 500ms optical pulse trains, beginning 1OOms after tone onset. In
comparison to control mice who also received implants and light pulses but were never injected
with ChR2, optically stimulated mice showed no difference in freezing at the beginning of the
extinction session but extinguished fear expression faster over the course of session, freezing
significantly less (p<.05) during the final two of ten tones in the session (FIGURE 3.2C).
Since freezing as an expression of fear is sensitive to the effects of external stimuli on mobility
and attention, we ensured that the fiber arrays were as light and unobtrusive as possible. The
fiber arrays weighed <1gm each and measured 9x14mm (FIGURE 3.1A), light enough and
small enough to comfortably fit on the skull of a mouse. To connect the implants to the LED
driver, we built a lightweight, flexible electrical cable by winding thin wire (250pm diameter)
into a long spring that would expand to allow the mouse to explore the far corners of its
environment without sagging and getting in its way when the mouse was in the center of the cage
(FIGURE 3.1B). We recorded the mice during free exploration of the extinction context at the
conclusion of experiments, and they did not appear to have any trouble moving around attached
to the cable; motion tracking software confirmed that the mice were able to explore the corners
of their environment.
Figure 3.1 - Design of Bilateral mPFC Fiber Array and Application to Mouse
A) Picture of bilateral mPFC fiber array. B) Video frame of a mouse connected to custom
cable exploring the fear extinction context. C) Track of a mouse exploring the extinction
context.
At the conclusion of the experiment, we measured the ChR2 expression in each mouse by
looking for GFP fluorescence. While four of the mice showed similar expression patterns,
averaging .4mm expression diameter using a cutoff of 50% fluorescence from the peak value,
one mouse only expressed ChR2 within a .11mm diameter, an expression volume more than 50
times smaller than the rest of the group. Excluding this mouse from the analysis reduced the
variance in freezing within the rest of the group and resulted in statistically significant group
effects in the final three blocks of the trial. While it would be premature to set criteria for
inclusion in the analysis without more data, further experiments may be able to establish the
amount of activation in the IL necessary to facilitate fear extinction.
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Figure 3.2 Bilateral ChR2-induced stimulation of IL facilitates extinction learning.
A)Targets of optical stimulation in the mPFC. B)Low-power fluorescence image of ChR2-
GFP expression localized to the IL. PL, prelimbic; IL, infralimbic. C) Percent freezing to
the tone for ChR2-expressing (filled triangles) and control (open squares) mice. The ChR2 -
expressing group showed significantly lower freezing than control by the fifth trial block. D)
Regression of average time spent freezing across trials vs. the diameter of ChR2 expression.
E) Removing the mouse with low viral expression decreases within group variance and
shows significantly lower freezing in the last three blocks. Data are shown in blocks of 2-
trials. *=p<.05, **=p<.01
Discussion
We have shown that optical activation of projection neurons in the mPFC can facilitate fear
extinction. In contrast to electrical stimulation studies which showed significant differences
between test subjects and controls during the very first tone presentation during extinction
testing, we did not see any difference between groups until the second half of the extinction
trials. If this result remains true with larger numbers of subjects, it would indicate that the
immediate effect of electrical stimulation on fear expression is not due to the activity of IL
projection neurons, presenting avenues for further research to discover the temporally resolved
contributions of different neural populations to the fear circuit. More subjects should also tease
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apart the amount of IL stimulation necessary to have an impact on fear extinction through the
stochastic variability in ChR2 expression. Coupled with electrical recording of the input and
output nuclei of the amygdala, this approach could provide information on how different brain
regions compete to drive and inhibit the expression of fear. We demonstrate efforts towards
simultaneous optical stimulation and neural recording in Chapter 4.
Finer understanding and control of the fear circuit could have an important clinical impact on the
treatment of anxiety disorders in several ways. Direct optical stimulation of the prefrontal cortex
could be used for patients who cannot be effectively treated with other methods, just as deep
brain electrical stimulation is currently used for depression[22]. A deeper understanding of the
role of cortical regions in the fear circuit could also aid in the application of noninvasive methods
such as transcranial magnetic stimulation. Finally, models of the fear circuit could be coupled
with brain imaging to elucidate how cognitively-based therapies affect the function of the fear
circuit.
Methods
Stereotactic lentiviral injection and fiber array implantation
All mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (Abbott Laboratories) during surgical implantation of
the LED fiber array. A dental drill was used to make a small craniotomy, through which 1 p1 of
lentivirus containing the promoter and gene of interest (F(CK)-ChR2-GFP) was injected into the
IL: +1.8 mm rostral to bregma, -2.2 mm ventral from the dura mater and ±0.4 mm relative to the
midline. After delivery of the virus, the injector was left in place for 10 min to allow virus
diffusion. Next, the tips of the optical fibers were targeted to the IL and the fiber array was
secured to the skull with dental cement. All mice were singly housed after surgery and allowed
to recover for 2 weeks before experimentation.
Fear conditioning and extinction
Mice were subjected to a single auditory-cued fear conditioning session in an illuminated
isolated room. Mice were placed in a transparent plastic chamber [25 cm (length) X 20 cm
(width) X 20 cm (height)] for 2 min before receiving 3 tones (30 s, 2 kHz, 85 db sound pressure
level, 2 min apart) that coterminated with scrambled foot-shocks (0.5 mA, 2-s) delivered through
a stainless steel floor grid (Med Associates).
The next day, mice received extinction training consisting of tone-alone trials (10 tones,
30 s, 30 s apart) in a novel context. In the novel context the original conditioning chamber was
altered by 1) placing a transparent plastic divider between two diagonally opposite corners,
forming a diagonal triangle, 2) removing the stainless steel floor grid from the chamber, and 3)
making the testing room dark except for a dim red light (13 W). One hour before placement into
the novel context, a custom light-weight cable was connected to the fiber array implant. Upon
introduction into the novel chamber the free end of the cable was connected to the LED driver.
For each tone, a 5OOms train of 125 Hz blue-light pulses (4 ms each), starting 100 ms after tone
onset, was bilaterally delivered to the IL. Using a sampling procedure, each subject's behavior
was scored every 5 s as either being freezing or not during the tone presentation. Freezing was
defined as the absence of all movement except that required for respiration, including vibrissae.
The observer was blind with regard to treatment condition.
Immunohistochemistry
To verify the location of ChR2-GFP expression, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and
transcardially perfused with physiological saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde dissolved in
0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The brains were removed and post-fixed overnight in 4%
paraformaldehyde, then transferred to 30% sucrose and stored at 4 'C until cryosectioning.
Brains were sectioned at 25 pm onto Superfrost Plus slides (Fisher Scientific), and subjected to a
series of washes alternating between 0.01 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) and PBS
treated with 0.5% Triton X-100 (PBS-T). Sections were then incubated in a solution overnight at
4 'C containing 2% normal goat serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) and primary
chicken anti-GFP antibody diluted 1:500 (Millipore). Sections were washed and incubated with a
goat anti-chicken secondary antibody (1:200; Alexa Fluor 488; Molecular Probes) with 2% goat
serum for 2 hr at room temperature. Following a series of PBS washes, slides were coverslipped
with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories).
Chapter 4: Integration of Electrophysiology with LED-Fiber Arrays
Introduction
It is imperative to couple electrophysiological recording with optical neuromodulation in order to
understand both the function of neural circuits and the effects of targeted neural manipulation on
complex neural networks. There is still much to learn about how optical activation affects the
local circuits in which it is applied, as many neurons in the region will not be expressing the
opsins, but will possess excitatory, inhibitory, and indirect connections to the neurons that do.
These response properties may vary with the type of opsin, promoter, location in the brain, and
brain state, so this will be an important recording to perform for many experiments, even as
recording sites expand to look at brain regions which interact with the area being activated.
In the first paper to perform ChR2 activation in a primate, we showed through single unit
recording that while many neurons fire in response to blue light, there was another population,
about 30% of the neurons recorded, which were inhibited during the blue light pulses (Figure
4.1B). Targets of these brain regions may be sensitive to the balance of light-caused excitation
and inhibition, which also changes as a function of distance from the fiber. These recordings
were performed with an electrode on its own drive housed in a cannula coupled to the fiber
(Figure 4.1A). Independent positioning of the electrode in the monkey permitted us to hunt for
single units over the course of each experiment. Such a system is viable for a headfixed monkey,
but not viable for freely behaving rodent using standard manually-actuated microdrives.
Other strategies may be necessary to monitor the response across the region of activation to light.
Local Field Potentials (LFPs), which are lower magnitude and frequency than action potentials
(APs), are often used to monitor population response of neurons because they are constant over a
greater distance than APs and often also have information that single units do not, such as
oscillations due to synchronous activity among many neurons. Unfortunately, light shined on
electrodes in ionic solution such as saline or CSF creates a photoelectrochemical artifact on the
electrode. While this slow artifact does not interfere with signals in the spiking channel (250-
8000Hz), it does cause a large (several mV) artifact in the LFP channel (Figure 4.1C).
While further development will be needed to eliminate the light artifact and record local effects
of optical activation, fiber arrays could also be subject to additional artifacts that laser-systems
are not, and so it is necessary to validate that all neural recording methods that can be used with
lasers are also compatible with fiber arrays. Electrical currents running near the electrodes to
drive the LEDs could couple through free space to the electrodes through electric fields and
magnetic fields. Electric fields created by voltage differences between the power source and the
electrodes may create a capacitive artifact due to their pull on electrons inducing currents within
the electrodes and headstage amplifier circuit, which would exponentially decay with a time
constant determined by the electrode circuit. Time changing magnetic fields created by changes
in current magnitude down the wire could also induce voltage changes within the electrodes and
would be very fast. By properly shielding our electrodes from electrical artifacts it should be
possible to achieve single unit and LFP recordings.
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Figure 4.1 Primate Electrophysiology and Artifact Characterization
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(A) Apparatus for optical activation and electrical recording. (Ai) Schematic. (Aii)
Photograph, showing optical fiber (200pm diameter) and electrode (200pm shank
diameter) in guide tubes.
(B) Instantaneous firing rate, averaged across all excited units (top) and suppressed units
(bottom) recorded upon 200 ms blue light exposure (black line, mean; gray lines, mean
SE; n = 50 units).
(C) Voltage deflections observed on tungsten electrodes immersed in saline(left) or brain
(right), upon tip exposure to 200 ms blue light pulses (i) or trains of 10 ms blue light
pulses delivered at 50 Hz (ii). Light pulses are indicated by blue dashes. Electrode data
was hardware filtered using two data acquisition channels operating in parallel, yielding a
low-frequency component ("field potential channel") and a high-frequency component
("spike channel"). For the "spike channel" traces taken in brain, spikes were grouped into
100 ms bins, and then the binned spikes were displayed beneath corresponding parts of
the simultaneously acquired "field potential channel" signal (59 and 53 repeated light
exposures for Bi and Bii respectively). (Shown are the spikes in 8 such bins - the 2 bins
before light onset, the 2 bins during the light delivery period, and the 4 bins after light
cessation.) For all other signals shown, 10 overlaid traces are plotted.
Results
We targeted electrodes to the mm-long region beyond the tip of an optical fiber by epoxying the
electrodes down the length of the fiber and then cutting the electrodes to the proper length
(Figure 4.2B). We experimented with flexible tetrode bundles of nichrome wire, which
naturally adhered to the surface of the fiber, and stiff tungsten electrodes 25pms and 50 tms in
diameter, which would stay straight along the fiber all the way to the tip when they were
properly positioned at the fiber base. We found that by flattening a 1mm length of polyimide
tubing to create an ellipse with points at both ends, we could hold a tungsten wire in a pocket at
opposite ends of the tube with the fiber in between, enabling symmetric arrangement of multiple
electrodes around the center of an optical fiber.
To connect the electrodes to the headstage amplifier we designed an electrode interface board
(EIB), a printed circuit board with a copper-plated hole for each electrode. We created a strong
mechanical and electrical connection to the electrode by threading it through the hole and then
forcing in a small gold pin, which would strip the insulation from the electrode and pin it to the
copper. We arranged the holes in a 'U' shape around an electrical connector for the headstage
amplifier, leaving room in between and beyond the plated holes to mill openings to pass optical
fibers. In this way we could add electrodes to any optical fiber array by sliding an EIB loaded
with electrodes over the fibers and epoxying the electrodes, fibers, EIB, and base together. By
ordering our own EIBs from PCB manufacturer we also reduced cost by more than an order of
magnitude vs. commercial systems.
Figure 4.2 - Electrodes Coupled to Optical Fibers
An array used to test simultaneous optical activation and recording. On the left, an EIB
attached to the alignment plate of the fiber array is plugged into a connector adapter and trails
a ground wire from the right corner. The fiber array, silver, is shielded with conductive paint.
On the left, a close up picture of the fiber shows a tetrode extending one mm beyond the end
of the fiber.
Next we tested methods for shielding electrodes from artifacts induced by driving the LEDs near
the electrodes and headstage amplifier by placing the electrodes in saline and recording their
signals inside a faraday cage. To avoid confusing electrical artifacts with the light artifact, we
used a functioning LED array with an uncoupled fiber whose only purpose was to support the
electrode. In our initial tests, driving unmodified fiber arrays connected by a twisted pair of
wires to a power source, we observed extremely large electrically induced artifacts which
exhibited characteristic exponential rises and decays(data not shown).
We hypothesized that the large artifact was due to capacitive coupling between the power lines
and copper base plate of the fiber array and the nearby electrodes. As there cannot be an electric
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field inside a conductor (at steady state), we proceeded to shield every element of the LED
system with grounded conductors. We wrapped the twisted cables in aluminum foil and coated
the fiber array with conductive paint, which we connected to the copper base plate (Figure
4.2A). Since the base plate was now grounded, we proceeded to drive the LEDs by connecting
their current return path to a negative voltage. While the large, slow artifact disappeared, a
faster, smaller artifact persisted.
Suspecting that this artifact was due to inductive coupling, we replaced our twisted wire pair
with coaxial cable used to make BNC cables. Although it is not possible to shield objects from
magnetic fields with conventional conductors, coaxial cables do not cause inductive artifacts
because there is no net current outside the cable, due to separate but opposite currents have the
same center. When we powered the LEDs with the coaxial cable, we observed no artifact on the
electrodes.
Unfortunately, BNC cable is not a practical solution for fiber arrays because they are much too
heavy and stiff, and a mouse connected to one would never be able to move. They also would
not scale because using multiple coax, all sharing the same power for the LEDs, would result in
the power current for one LED being spread across all wires instead of traveling along one of
them. Instead, we constructed our own virtual coax cable by purchasing braided tubular
shielding and twisting the current return wires inside. This solution proved to be lightweight,
scalable, and effective.
While no stimulation artifact could be resolved from the background noise of a single trace
(VRMs=7gV), the average effect from many trials did show a small artifact from running the
LEDs. Inductive artifacts ~250s wide with 5pV amplitude can be seen when the LEDs are
turned on or off, and a DC 3 pV capacitive artifact which decays with a time constant of -250ms
persists for a few seconds after LEDs are turned on or off. These artifacts are so small that they
should not disrupt neural recording.
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Figure 4.3 - Current Artifact Characterization
Proper shielding minimizes the current artifact. When an LED is run for one second,
(activation shown in bottom left graph), it exhibits a 5p.V capacitive artifact, barely
discernible from the background noise in one run (top left), but visible in the average of
14 traces (middle left), which decays with a time constant of roughly .25 seconds due to
the high pass filter in the headstage amplifier. A 100Hz, 50% duty cycle pulse train
(center) creates high frequency spikes (middle, average of 10 traces) which are also
undetectable in a single trial (top). By averaging all 5ms pulses over all runs, the current
artifact can be finely resolved (right). Sharp (250gs width) spikes accompany sudden
current changes, while running the LED creates a DC offset. The magnitude of the
artifact may vary slightly on different electrodes (top vs. middle), but the shape is
constant.
Discussion
Through careful application of physical principles we have demonstrated that it is possible to
shield electrodes from artifacts induced by the currents and voltages necessary to run LEDs.
This experiment remains a proof-of-concept, as metal electrodes are unsuitable for recording
LFPs during optical activation, and fixed electrodes are not preferred for recording spikes.
Should light-artifact-free recording become possible in the future, then the method we have
demonstrated could be particularly useful for recording LFPs in many areas at the sites of
stimulation. In the near future we plan on implementing microdrives with the fiber arrays to
record spiking activity in the spiking region as well as connected regions.
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Methods
Tungsten electrodes 25 and 50ptms in diameter and nichrome tetrodes of 12.5 pms diameter
were threaded through electroplated holes in a custom fabricated Electrode Interface Board (EIB)
and electrically connected by inserting gold-plated pins into the holes, stripping the insulation in
the process. Holes were milled in the EIBs for the optical fibers to pass through (matching the
geometry of the optical fibers for multi-fiber arrays). Fiber arrays were electrically shielded with
conductive silver paint bonded to the copper base, around the aligners and the PCB, completely
encasing the LEDs and current return paths in a continuous conductor. The optical fibers were
inserted through the EIB, and a short length of polyimide tubing (~ mm) was slid around the
fiber and electrode, holding the electrodes straight down the length of the optical fiber.
Electrodes were cut about 500ptms beyond the tip of the optical fibers, and a thin layer of epoxy
was applied around the fiber and electrodes beyond the polyimide tubing.
We constructed a custom adapter between the electrical connectors on our EIBs and the omnetics
connector on our amplifier headstage. The headstage amplified the electrical signals 20x and
sent them to another 50x amplifier, then digitized at 30kHz.
Noise coupling tests were performed inside a custom built faraday cage with electrodes inserted
in saline (physiological molarity). LEDs were driven in Is pulses and 5ms pulse trains at 100Hz.
Many recordings of each stimulus paradigm were averaged together to isolate the coupling
artifact from other noise sources. Tests were performed on LEDs without optical fibers coupled
to them to separate any light-induced artifact from the coupling artifact. Current was run through
coaxial cable, twisted pair cable, and homemade cable with a 1/32" braided tubular external
ground and twisted signal lines inside.
Chapter 5: Conclusions, Insights, and Future Work
Several design problems the fiber arrays solved provide opportunity to reflect on effective and
ineffective development strategies. The decision to use LEDs coupled to optical fibers drove
every other aspect of the fiber array design. LEDs were chosen for their small size, electrical
and optical simplicity, and their low cost, but these advantages had to be weighed against a poor
coupling efficiency compared to lasers and resulting high heat generation. There were also many
challenges in learning to package and align the bare LED die - more than a year passed between
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receiving the LEDs and recording power outputs greater than 200mW/mm . Thus it was critical
to have a very reliable model for what the final output would be, to know when the coupling was
solved and to remain confident that the project could succeed during its long and frustrating
initial development phase. The final design for LED alignment and coupling satisfies many
goals at once, achieving high light output while easily scaling to more fibers and new geometries
with minimal redesign effort and requiring little precision handwork, deriving the high spatial
precision of the alignment from computer-controlled machining processes. While these goals
may have been clear at the beginning of the design process, it was not clear how to meet them;
many specific solutions, such as press-fitting fiber jacketing into milled holes, had to be
discovered and accumulated into a single design. It was also impossible to know how far any
optimization could be pushed - some careful handwork is still needed to place LEDs, and some
clever redesign of the PCBs is necessary for many tightly-packed LEDs - so development of the
design proceeded through many iterations, rather than jumping to the final solution. Still,
moving from fiber alignment by hand to micromanipulators to matching plates, and LED
placement by hand to hand-placed masks to pedestals, each iteration showed decreasing reliance
on manual skill, and increasing reliability and precision.
When an effective alignment method had been realized, cooling issues came to the forefront.
Although it was clear that LEDs would generate large amounts of heat, it was difficult to
estimate how extreme efforts would need to be to cool them. Most of the literature on thermal
management was deep, dense, and provided few benchmarks to compare the fiber arrays to any
relevant problems. An initial strategy, flowing cold water of the back of a PCB which had
metal-plated through-holes in direct contact with the LEDs, was inadequate. As an alternative
strategy, I soldered the LEDs directly onto a copper block, providing a much greater heat sink
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that would give the LEDs a window in which they could operate normally without cooling. To
adapt the working electrical design to the newly identified thermal constraint, I needed to
identify the essential parts of the current system, the electrical connectivity and precise
arrangement of the LEDs, to set design goals for the new bases. I adopted CNC milling upon
realizing that geometric features of a conductor could constrain LED placement just as well as a
pattern of conductors and insulators. I designed a water cooling system compatible with the new
copper bases which was very effective. Shortly thereafter, I found sources on cooling electronic
circuits of similar sizes and heat production, providing quantitative guidance for how well the
coolant channels could be expected to perform. A broader knowledge of the literature may have
avoided losing time in this design stage, independently finding a long-known result. In future
design problems in unfamiliar fields, finding a similar, well-researched problem could provide
critical guidance on what strategies to pursue.
In contrast, I knew a great deal about electromagnetism before designing the recording system,
but never developed a model to predict the intensity of artifacts due to driving the LEDs.
Detailed modeling of the electrical coupling would have been extremely tedious, with many
points in the recording system susceptible to noise and many of these couplings sensitive to
parameters that would be difficult to control, and electrophysiology rigs are notorious for
coupling in noise from difficult-to-identify sources. On the other hand, the physical mechanisms
for artifact coupling were straightforward, and if I could prevent any noise from escaping the
LED system, there would be no worry as to where it entered the recording system. The key to
success for integrating the recording system with fiber arrays was to completely separate it from
the LEDs. Using separate PCBs, separate connectors, separate wires, and separation in space
eliminated many possible entry routes for noise. Then I only had to try a few shielding
techniques to bring the noise to an acceptable level. In this case, I could predict from the very
beginning what methods to try to minimize the noise; if they had failed, there would have been
nothing else to do, and so the empirical test was the most important part of the process.
Thus good metrics of success for designing complex devices for neural engineering, in addition
to scoring well on the appropriate figures of merit (such as power output and packing density for
the arrays), are simplicity, modularity, customizability, extensibility, and ease of fabrication.
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Some good strategizes for the design of the fiber arrays translate well to their early application.
Just as the stimulation and recording systems were developed independently, we test them
independently, using a simple fiber array in a fear conditioning paradigm to validate that the
mechanical properties were acceptable and we delivered enough light to produce a behavioral
effect. To test the electrical system, we are beginning to record in slices, avoiding the
complications of in vivo work until the technology is proven. New questions also come in to
play at the application level; if we hope for optogenetics to find clinical applications, we must
begin with validation in primates. The best strategy on that front was to use the proven
technologies of lasers and independent electrode drives. In the future, stimulating and recording
from multiple sites in a monkey with a fiber array will no doubt be possible.
Also, as we identify more feasible technological developments and scientific questions than we
have time to immediately explore, we develop a design and experiment pipeline. These pipelines
feed back on each other - identifying important experiments leads technology development in
immediately applicable directions, and new stimulation and readout capabilities enable the
design of new experiments. In the future I will continue to parse the fear circuit with enhanced
levels of precision and complexity, adding new features to my hardware platform as necessary to
drive science forward.
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